Abstract. We prove an averaged CLT for a random walk in a dynamical environment where the states of the environment at different sites are independent Markov chains.
Introduction
The study of random walk in random evolving environment has attracted much attention lately. The basic idea is that because of the time mixing properties of the environment the CLT should hold in any dimension. Many results have been obtained in the case of transition probabilities close to constant ( [5, 3, 4, 14, 11, 2, 7] etc) but there are still two open problems. On the one hand one would like to consider environments with weaker mixing properties (some results in this direction have been obtained in [6, 7, 8] ). On the other hand one would like to understand the case in which the dependence on the environment is not small. The present paper addresses the second issue presenting a new, non-perturbative approach to random walks in evolving environment.
To make the presentation as transparent as possible we consider a very simple environment: at each site of Z d we have a finite state Markov chain and the chains at different sites are independent. However, the present argument applies to the situation where the evolution of each site is described by a Gibbs measure. In fact our approach relies on the fact that the environment seen from the particle is Gibbsian. We hope that this fact can be established for a wide class of mixing environments and so it will be useful for the first problem as well.
Also, as we have already investigated in detail how quenched CLT can be obtained once the averaged (annealed) CLT is at hand [7, 8] , we limit ourself to the latter in order to explain the new approach in the simplest possible setting.
More precisely, at each site u ∈ Z d consider a Markov chain {x n u } n∈N with the set space A and transition matrix p ab > 0 for any a and b. The chains at different sites are independent. Let p ab (k) denote the k step transition probability and π a denote the stationary distribution corresponding to p ab . Let Λ be a finite subset of Z d . For each a ∈ A let q a,v be a probability distribution on Λ. Consider a random walk S n such that S 0 = 0 and S n+1 = S n + v n with probability q x n Sn ,vn . Let P denote the measure of the resulting Markov process on Ω :
when the environment is started with the stationary measure 1 and the walk starts from zero. We use E to denote the associated expectation. Theorem 1. For each d ∈ N and random walk P as above, there exists
That is, S n satisfies an averaged (annealed) Central Limit Theorem. In addition, Σ > 0 unless there exists a proper affine subspace Π ⊂ R d such that such that q a,z = 0 for z ∈ Π.
Proof
To prove Theorem 1 we consider the history ω of the local environment as seen from the particle.
2 More precisely ω n is a pair (x n Sn , v n ). Let Ω + be the set of all possible histories. Thus Ω + is a space of forward infinite sequences. Let Ω be its natural extension to bi-infinite sequences and let τ be the usual shift ((τ ω) i = ω i+1 ). Let F m denote the σ-algebra generated by ω 0 , . . . ω m . Let λ be the second eigenvalue of p ab .
Lemma 2.
There exists a shift invariant measure µ on Ω and θ ∈ (0, 1) such that for any n ∈ N, k ≥ m ∈ N, and any F k measurable function
µ is a Gibbs measure with Hölder potential. In addition, let µ + and P + denote the projections of µ and P to Ω + , then P + is absolutely continuos with respect to µ + .
Proof of Lemma 2. Let B = A×Λ be the alphabet for Ω. If g : Ω + → B is a F j+1 measurable function, then
We need a little digression. Let Ω − ⊂ B Z− , where Z − := {. . . , −1, 0}, be the space of backward admissible sequences. For ξ ∈ Ω − , with ξ i = (z i , v i ), and s ∈ N let
where l(ξ) is the last time before 0 such that S l := −1 i=−l v i = 0. 3 We can then define the following transfer operators acting on C 0 (Ω − , R):
Note that L n 1 = L1 = 1. For each b ∈ B let A b = {ξ ∈ Ω − : ξ 0 = b} and choose a sequencẽ
. 4 By hypotheses there existsf : B k+1 → R such that f(ω) =f(ω 0 , . . . , ω k ). Remembering (1), for each l ∈ {0, . . . , n+k−m} and ω m = (ω 0 , . . . , ω m ) we have
In other words we extend S n to negative n using ξ i with negative indexes and look at the last negative time then the walks visits zero. 4 In fact δ j = 0 unless l(τ −j−1 (ξ ω0 ωb)) < −j (see equation (2)), in which case the distribution of x wheref k (ξ) =f (ξ −k , . . . , ξ 0 ), for ξ ∈ Ω − . Next, the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius Theorem for L implies ( [13] ) that there are a Gibbs measure µ − on Ω − , and aθ ∈ (0, 1) such that
where we have chosen l = n 2 and defined θ 2 = max{λ,θ}. Let µ be the natural extension of µ − , that is µ is a τ (or, more precisely, τ −1 ) invariant measure on Ω whose projection to Ω − equals µ − . Then µ (and hence µ + ) is Gibbs since µ − is Gibbs. To prove the absolute continuity note that equations (2), (4) imply for f ≥ 0 and F k measurable
.
, which implies the absolute continuity.
Proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to prove the CLT forŜ n := n−1 j=0v j . If the initial conditions are chosen according to µ + , then the result follows from the CLT for Gibbs measures [13, 10] . Moreover, by Eagleson [9, section 4.2a] (see also [1, section 3.6], [15] ) it follows that the Central Limit Theorem holds in the sense of Rényi [12] , that is it holds for any measure absolutely continuos with respect to µ + (with the same mean and variance). Hence, the CLT with respect to P + follows by Lemma 2. It remains to analyze the possibility that there exists w ∈ R d such that Σ 2 w = 0. In this case [10] implies that f(ξ) := v j , w is a coboundary, that is there is a continuous function g : Ω → Ω such that f(ξ) = g(ξ) − g(τ ξ). Then Ŝ n , w = g(ξ) − g(τ n ξ) is uniformly bounded. Now, suppose there exist pairs (a 1 , v 1 ) and (a 2 , v 2 ) such that q a j ,v j > 0 and v 1 , w = v 2 , w . Then Ŝ n , w cannot be bounded along both the orbits defined by the sequences ξ (j) = (a j , v j ) ∞ , j = 1, 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
